Factors Affecting the Demand for Labor :roeconomic Conditions
The unemployment rates of youths are more sensitive to macro->nomic conditions than are those of adults. Comprehensive studies of le-series data by the Congressional Budget Office and the Council of momic Advisors suggest that a l percent change in the unemployment :e for adult males is matched by a 1.5 percent change for white iths and a 2.5 percent change for black youths (e.g., Congressional Iget Office, 1978). Preeman (1982) has argued and we agree that the >loyment-to-population ratio is a more reliable indicator of youth :ivity. In both time-series and cross-sectional data/ he finds that . percent change in the total male unemployment rate leads to a 1.7 2.4 percent change in the employment-to-population ratio for youths id 16-19 and a 1.5 to 3.4 percent change for those aged 20-24 •eeman, 1980). Bowers has reviewed the employment experiences of icks, teenagers aged 16-19, and women during all business cycles from [8 to 1980, and he also concludes (Bowers, 1981) that teenagers and icks, both in the aggregate economy and in key cyclical sectors, :fer a disproportionate share of the decline in employment that :urs during economic recessions.
It should be noted that when the adult male unemployment rate was tnding upward over the past 2 decades (even from peak to peak in the ;iness cycles), the foregoing relationships imply that there would be even greater deterioration in the employment Situation for the >nage group. Such data provide only a crude indicator, of course, of t complex relationships that exist between the employment problems of tnagers and the evolution of the macroeconomic Situation in the .ion. Nonetheless, there appears to be substantial agreement among ;t researchers that a relatively high level of economic activity is ential for any long-term improvement in the youth employment Aiation.
lustrial and Geographical Shifts in the Economy
From year to year, the American economy changes. Wealth increases l tastes change, new technologies are discovered and brought on line, l factors of production or natural resources are used up and new ones md, foreign trade opens up opportunities for some U.S. goods and ates intense competition for others. At the same time, broad shifts r occur in where people want to live, from one region to another or >m cities to suburbs or from suburbs to rural areas.  These changes i very likely to lead to shifts in the demand for young workers over le, although the precise links may be hard to trace.  If wage rates other factors of production were totally flexible—äs in classical momic models—supply and demand would quickly ad just, but such i s : the case in reality.
The decline of agriculture and the movement of black families from ithern rural areas to northern cities explains some of the widening

